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Abstract
At NTCIR 7, we implemented the Academia
Sinica Question Answering (ASQA) system
for complex questions. The system uses three
methods to select answer strings from a
news corpus. (a) It uses syntactic patterns,
which are usually used by QA systems, to
retrieve more precise answer strings than
those derived by traditional IR. (b) Using
external knowledge, the system can find
accurate answers to specific questions that
the traditional IR approach can not process.
(c) Entropy-based and co-occurrence-based
mining methods are used to retrieve relevant
answer strings for document retrieval. In the
NTCIR 7 CCLQA task, ASQA achieved 0.26
in the CT-CT task and 0.20 in the CS-CS
task.
1. Introduction
Because of the high level of information
overload on the Internet, research into question
answering, which focuses on how to respond to users’
queries with exact answers, is becoming increasingly
important. In recent years, many international
question answering contest-type evaluation tasks
have been held at conferences and workshops, such
as TREC [3], CLEF [1], and NTCIR [2].
At NTCIR 7, the systems were required to
process complex questions related to definitions,
biographies, relationships, and events. This year, our
system focused on external knowledge, syntax

patterns and some data mining techniques. We
introduce the methods in Section 5.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
system architecture. In Sections 3 and 4, we introduce
the question analysis strategy and document retrieval
method, respectively. In Section 5, we discuss the
methods used at NTCIR 7. In Section 6, we consider
the redundancy removal module. Section 7 evaluates
the system performance, and Section 8 contains a
discussion. Section 9 summarizes our conclusions.

2. System Description
Our question answering system ASQA (Academia
Sinica Question Answering) for complex questions is
divided into five modules: question processing,
document retrieval, sentence selection, answer
ranking, and redundancy removal. Questions are first
analyzed by the question processing module to
extract the keywords and question topic, which are
then used to retrieve documents from the corpus. In
the next step, the sentence selection module obtains
the sentence scores, after which the sentence ranking
module determines whether or not the sentences are
relevant. Finally, the redundancy removal module
filters similar sentences as answer strings.

3.

Question Analysis

The question processing module uses simple
surface patterns to classify questions into four types:
(a) definition, (b) biography, (c) relationship, and (d)
event. For example, biography questions always start
with Ϙᓴਢ,ϙ which we call a question term.
The main topics of such questions are usually
adjacent to the question terms, so we use surface text
patterns to retrieve a question’s topic. In biography
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questions, we consider that the question topic and the
question keywords should be the same.
In the other question types, we use a keyword
extractor to extract keywords from question topics.
To ensure that a question is not divided into
meaningless small pieces by the keyword extractor,
we retrieve Wikipedia titles to address the problem. If
the question topic appears in the Wikipedia titles, we
set the keywords as the question topic.

4. Document Retrieval
The document retrieval module uses Lucene, an
open source information retrieval engine, to index
documents by character. In the retrieval process, we
use the “AND” operator to form a query string
comprised of question topics, which is then sent to
the Lucene engine. If the number of retrieved
documents is larger than a threshold, we terminate
the retrieval process; otherwise, we use the keywords
to form a new query string. If the number of retrieved
documents is still less than the threshold, we use the
“ORϙ operator to combine the keywords as a query
string. After retrieving the documents, we split each
one into several sentences.

5. Sentence Selection
The
sentence
selection
module
uses
co-occurrence-based and entropy-based methods,
syntactic patterns, and external knowledge to find
relevant sentences. We describe the process in detail
in following sub-sections.

5.1. Co-occurrence-based Sentence Selection
Magnini et al. [5] consider that the number of
documents in which the question terms and the
answer co-occur is useful for QA. The hypothesis is
similar to that of Clarke et al. [4], who use
co-occurrence methods to measure the relevance of
an answer to the given question based on Web search
results. Although the method is used in factoid QA,
we think the hypothesis could also be useful for
complex QA.
Our rationale is that, in good quality passages, the
more often a term co-occurs with the question topic,
the higher the confidence that the passage will be
relevant. We regard a co-occurrence as an indication
that the passage can be taken as correct based on the
co-occurring question topics.
Let the given term be t and the given question be Q,
where Q consists of a set (QT) of question terms {qt1,
qt2, qt3, ……, qtn} created from the question
processing result of Q. We use the following equation
to calculate each term’s weight:

p (t i | Q)
p (t i )

frequency(t i  Q) / freuqency(Q)

frequency(t i ) / N

,

where P (ti|QT) denotes the probability of the term i
when QT appears; N is the number of documents in
the corpus; and P(ti) is the probability of the term i
occurring in the news corpus. We consider that the
probability P (ti|QT) should be significantly different
to the probability P(ti). After calculating the
probabilities of the terms, we use the following
hypothesis test to determine whether or not the term
is relevant:

H 0 : p (ti | Q)

p (ti )

H1 : p (ti | Q) ! p (ti )

.

5.2. Entropy-based Sentence Retrieval
Inspired by the work of Xu and Croft [6], we use the
concept of entropy, which is a measure of uncertainty
in information theory, to perform sentence retrieval in
our question answer system. This concept is similar
to the inverse document frequency (IDF) in
information retrieval. If the entropy value of a term is
large, the term is regarded as a stop word or keyword
in some topic. For example, the term “political party”
should be important in political news.
The entropy value of each term we use is calculated
by:
n

Entropy (t )

¦ p (ti ) u log10 p(ti )

(1)

i 1

Let t and n denote the given term and the number of
retrieved documents respectively. Then, the
probability of t is calculated by

P (ti )

frequency(ti )

where frequency(ti )

Total (t )

(2)

represents the number of

passages i in which the term t occurs, and
Total (t ) denotes the number of retrieved passages
in which t occurs.
Next, we select relevant sentences based on their
entropy values. We adopt the vector space model to
calculate the similarity between the retrieved
passages and an entropy vector, which is constructed
from the terms whose entropy values are greater than
a threshold. In our system, the threshold is set at 0.6.
In addition, we use the IDF to filter stop words. The
sentence vector is constructed based on the
segmentation result. Each weight of the vector
represents the term’s entropy value or a default value.
Because the entropy method is data-driven, we only
use it if the question topic appears in several
documents.
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5.3. External-Knowledge-based Sentence
Retrieval
There are several knowledge databases, such as
WordNet, HowNet, and Wikipedia. The knowledge
they contain should be useful for QA systems. To
support our ASQA, we use Wikipedia, an online
encyclopedia whose content is provided by Internet
users. If the keywords of a question appear in a title
in Wikipedia, the contents of the title should be the
standard answers that also appear in the corpus. In
addition, we consider the case where the question
does not appear on a Wikipedia page. To address this
problem, we employ the three methods described in
the following sub-sections.

5.3.1.
Related Term-based Sentence
Retrieval
In this sentence retrieval method, we also use entropy
values to find related terms. A low entropy value
indicates a topic-specific term, which should be
useful for identifying answer sentences. However, in
our experience, terms with small entropy values are
not useful when the corpus is derived from news
articles or the Web, because Web data or corpus data
contains too much noise. Therefore, we only apply
the entropy method to the Wikipedia data because it
contains less noisy information. For example, in
Wikipedia “Lesley” who is the daughter of “Ma
Ying-jeou” only co-occurs with “Ma Ying-jeou,” but
on the Web, “Lesley” co-occurs with many terms that
are not of interest to us. Obviously, this sentence
selection method can only be used when the question
topic exists in Wikipedia.
Equation (1) is used to calculate each term’s entropy
value. Then, we apply the following equation to
calculate the sentence score:

E
°
Score( s )®
°¯

If entropy(termi ) 0
m

¦
i 1

1

(3)
entropy (termi )

The smaller a term’s entropy value, the more relevant

the term will be. If a sentence contains many relevant
terms, it will be taken as the standard answer.
Therefore, we aggregate the inverse of the terms’
entropy values as the score of s.

5.3.2.
Definitional Term-based
Sentence Retrieval
Some terms or phrases provide useful hints for
identifying definitional sentences. For example, the
phrase “is a kind of” is a clear indication that the
sentence is about the type or category of an object or
term. Since such phrases or terms are used a great
deal in Wikipedia, we collect the Wikipedia pages to
extract such phrases or terms, which we call
“definitional terms”.
This sentence selection method uses Equation (1) to
find definitional terms. In contrast to the method
described in sub-section 5.3.1, which utilizes small
entropy values to locate related terms, we want to
find terms or phrases with large entropy values that
occur in most Wikipedia articles. However, these
kinds of terms could also be stop words or
definitional terms, so they must be filtered out. We
assume that stop words are evenly distributed in any
corpus. If a term has a high entropy value or a high
IDF value in both the Wikipedia corpus and the News
corpus, the term is probably a stop word. Finally, we
calculate the score of a sentence by aggregating the
scores of terms that have high entropy values as
follows:

0 If entropy(termi )  threshold
°
m
Score(s)®
(4)
entropy(termi )
¦
°¯
i 1
5.4. Syntactic Surface Pattern-based Sentence
Retrieval
Syntactic patterns are useful for finding precise
information for biography questions. Next, we
describe how we construct biographical syntactic
surface patterns (SPs).
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Table 1. TREC Biography Question Type
Q Types
Appellation

Year 2006 Sum

percentage

2

33

5.76%

0

2

0.35%

Nationality

Year 2003 Year 2004 Year 2005
24
7
0
1
1
0
2
0
0

0

2

0.35%

Domicile

1

0

0

2

3

0.52%

Birth/Death Day and Place 8

4

11

14

37

6.46%

Race

1

0

0

0

1

0.17%

Family

7

2

7

10

26

4.54%

Parentage

3

0

0

0

3

0.52%

Occupation

56

7

6

22

91

15.88%

Education

0

0

3

2

5

0.87%

Belief

21

3

1

2

27

4.71%

Characteristics

10

0

5

14

29

5.06%

Honour

18

15

10

17

60

10.47%

Contribution

45

15

30

26

116

20.24%

Notables

10

10

0

5

25

4.36%

Organization

9

5

0

9

23

4.01%

Quotations

0

1

1

0

2

0.35%

Publications

6

1

12

25

44

7.68%

Disease

2

5

0

2

9

1.57%

Disability

2

0

1

0

3

0.52%

Misadventure

4

2

2

12

20

3.49%

Scandal

12

5

4

4

25

4.36%

Controversy

5

1

3

5

14

2.44%

Others

16

37

53

11

117

20.42%

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

717

ʳ

Ancestral Home

5.4.1.

Syntactic Pattern Generation

To construct SPs for biography questions, we need To
construct SPs for biography questions, we need
categories of biographical information. Since 2008
was the first year that TREC considered biography
questions, we had to use English training data for our
analysis. We took the test questions from TREC 2003
to TREC 2006 and categorized them into 24 types.
Some of the question types were combined based on
their similarity, which resulted in the 20 types shown
in Table 1. Then, from the biographical information
in the table, we created our own Chinese training
questions and answer nuggets to train the SPs.
We created the SPs semi-automatically from the
following sources.

1. Alignment-based Template Generation: For
relational information, such as the relationship
between a husband and wife, we collected the
relational term pairs and applied our alignment-based
template generation method to obtain preliminary
sentence patterns. Then, high frequency patterns were
rewritten into answer templates by our analysts.
2. Sentence making: We tried to think of possible
biographical answers for each type ourselves and
then wrote corresponding templates.
3. Internet: Definitional sentences in biographical
articles obtained from the Internet, such as Wikipedia,
were also referenced during template formation.
4. News Corpus: Our analysts used the Lucene search
engine to extract articles about the targeted person
from the CIRB20 and CIRB40 corpora, and then
selected relevant definitional sentences in the articles
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Table 2. Biography Template Type
Biography20Attributes

Instance Rule

TOTAL Rules

Appellation|ጠᘯጠᇆ

0

15

15

Belief|࢚ॾٛ

0

8

8

Characteristics|ଡԳۥ

0

7

7

Contribution|ಥᐙ

0

9

9

Controversy|ञᤜ

0

0

0

Domicile|ࡺ۰چ

1

4

5

DPBD&Nationality|چڣسፖഏᤄ

11

29

40

Education|ඒߛહན

0

17

17

Family|୮ගګ

0

29

29

Honour|ᑻີዊᥩ

3

16

19

IPC|ఐፖॆᎽ

1

8

9

Misadventure|լࢉࠃٙ

0

5

5

Notables|ૹԳढ

0

9

9

Org&Occ|ิ៣ፖറᄐ

0

38

38

Others|ࠡה

0

6

6

Parentage|୮હན

0

1

1

Publications|ઌᣂထ܂

0

6

6

Quotations|ߢټᙕ

0

4

4

Race|ጟගاග

0

4

4

Scandal|ᝲፊ

0

4

4

TOTAL

16

219

235

to make corresponding templates.

5.4.2.

Negation Term

To help screen out unwanted sentences while keeping
the good ones, we added two categories of keywords:
“Terms to be excluded” and “Terms that should not
be excluded.” Most of the content of the first
category is comprised of negative terms, while the
second contains double negatives. The following
are some examples of the two types of terms; the
words in parentheses are the literal meanings of the
Chinese terms:
1. Terms to be excluded: ࢴ(reject)Εᆃַ(ban)Ε
լ౨(canϗt)Εլᄎ(wonϗt)Εᚨᇠ(should)Εܑუ
(Donϗt think about)ΕႯ(questioning particle)Εᝓႚ
(rumor)Εֹႊ(not necessary)ΕΞΖ
2. Terms that should not to be excluded: լլ

(canϗt help butΞ)Εլ౨լ(canϗtΞwithoutΞ )Ε
ྤ լ (no..not...) Ε ྤ ॺ (no other than...) Ε ๕ լ
(none...not...)ΞΖ
Punctuation
In Chinese, the sentence structures of
declaratives and questions are often the same. If a
question does not have a questioning particle, such as
ϘႯϙ or Ϙࡋϙ, it would be very difficult for a
computer program to distinguish it from a declarative.
Therefore, a sentence that matches our templates may
be just a question, rather than a declarative that we
wish to retrieve.
To avoid this problem, all
sentences ending with question marks were deleted
when retrieving sentences, unless the question marks
were part of the matched templates.
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6. Redundancy Removal
IASL-CT-CT-01-T
IASL-CS-CS-01-T

Ranking Candidates

Best
0.2666
0.4X

8. Discussion and Error Analysis

Term OverLap

N-gram
Overlap

ALL
0.2666
0.2034

Our analysis of the experiment results identified
certain problems that need to be addressed. We
discuss them in the following sub-sections.

VSM
Model

8.1. Segmentation of NER problems

Answer Strings
Figure 1 Redundancy Removal FlowChart
A news corpus may contain a great deal of redundant
information, especially if the news is hot, because
similar information could be mentioned in different
news articles. To handle this problem, we need a
module to filter out similar sentences.
We adopt a two-stage redundancy removal approach,
as shown in Figure 2. First, we use the concept of
term overlap to remove similar sentences. The
sentence selection module identifies relevant terms,
definitional terms, and entropy terms. In this stage,
we set a new threshold to find good terms from the
set of terms derived by the sentence selection module.
It is assumed that these terms would be the same in
similar sentences.
In the second stage, if we have answer candidates that
match some of the syntactic patterns described in
sub-section 5.4, we use an N-gram overlap method to
remove similar sentences; otherwise, we use a vector
space model to remove such sentences.

7. System Performance
In the NTCIR 7 CCLQA Task, we achieved an
F-score of 0.2666 in CT-CT and 0.2034 in CS-CS.
Among the four question types, our system achieved
a higher F-score for biography questions than for the
other three types. The system did not perform well on
event questions because we only used IR techniques
to retrieve relevant sentences.
All of our system’s modules are based on
traditional Chinese; therefore we have to convert
simplified Chinese questions and corpora. However,
as shown by the results, the process degrades the
system’s performance.

Because we only used a character-based index for
document retrieval and did not use an NER technique
to filter out wrong documents with different people’s
names, we encountered some problems when
information about the wrong person was retrieved.
For example, there was a question ϘᓴਢޕኑΛϙ.
However, there was another person called Ϙޕኑ
ϙ in the news corpus. Examples like this cause
the performance to deteriorate on some questions.

8.2. Different Perspectives between Training
and Test Data
According to the training data provided for the task,
most of the answers were summarization-oriented.
The answers contained a lot of related information
about the question focus, and they were quite
different from the answers for factoid questions.
Unfortunately, we found a discrepancy between the
training data and test data because some of the test
questions were judged as if they were Ϙfactoidϙ
questions. For example, there was a question Ϙᓴਢ
ڜޕΛϙ. In the training set, the answers to this kind
of question would contain information like birthplace,
birthday, family or occupation, but there is only a
small portion of this information in the standard
answers in the test data. The above-mentioned
discrepancy had a substantial impact on the system’s
performance.

8.3. Inconsistency in Treating People with
Same Name
For questions like ϘᓴਢޕኑΛϙ and Ϙᓴਢင
್܌Λϙ, there is more than one person with the
same name in the news corpus. We found that the
task evaluators treated them in different ways. For
Ϙޕኑϙ, there are at least five people with that
name in the news corpus, but only the person who
does gymnastics was labeled as correct. However, for
Ϙင್܌ϙ, all the answers related to different
Ϙင್܌ϙ were labeled as correct. Some errors
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were caused by this inconsistency.

8.4. Unmarked Correct Answers
[6]
System responses judged as correct answers should
be marked, yet some correct answers were unmarked.
This degraded our system ϗ s performance
substantially. For example, the standard answer Ϙֲ
ءഀലীዚ֫ϙ, which appeared in our system
response Ϙ ՛   طધ ᥆ ࣍ ഀ ല ী ዚ ֫ , ϙ was
unmarked.

9. Conclusion
For NTCIR 7 CCLQA, we built a complex question
answering system. Since the task is “complex,” we
assume the answers are summarization-oriented,
which means they contain various types of
information that requires careful filtering. We used
several syntax patterns to select precise answers
when dealing with biography questions, and used the
entropy method to select definitional terms and
related terms from Wikipedia for definition questions
and relation questions respectively. Even though the
pattern-based methods were not highly accurate, we
still encountered the low coverage problem.
Therefore, we adopted the co-occurrence and
entropy-based methods to find relevant sentences.
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